NBU meets BNP

ISSUE 8

I am pleased to hear of the
Recent meetings raised a
when the time comes, self- lot of questions the three
recent increase in NBU
membership of patriots from disciplined, law abiding, loyal top ones are worthwhile
and dedicated people. So why reproducing here.
nationalist parties. I know
how difficult it can be to leave not join us and your fellow
Why do you not have a
an organisation that you have patriots, make your motto
membership fee?
Leader – Comrades –
sacrificed time, money and
more for. To those coming to Movement and help us build a We want peoples support and
help and don’t believe they
us from the BNP I extend the better Britain.
should pay us for it, nobody
hand of friendship and bid
in NBU gets paid or claims
RESULTS UPDATE
you welcome. My recent
expenses thus we avoid any
meeting convinced me that
financial problems. We also
the BNP is in terminal decline. Gareth Snell (Lab) 7,853
welcome dual membership as
I will not go into detail as
(37.09%, -2.22%)
a way of building unity.
much was told to me in
•Paul Nuttall (Ukip) 5,233
confidence and I prefer to
(24.72%, +2.07%)
The BNP has been almost
remember the golden days of
•Jack Brereton (C) 5,154
wiped out by infighting how
2009 when the BNP was at (24.35%, +1.80%)
will you avoid that?
the top of its game. I am sad
•Zulfiqar Ali (LD) 2,083
We do not operate under
to say the party is over for
(9.84%, +5.67%)
democracy, no committees,
fighting elections in the same
•Adam Colclough (Green) 294 no chairmen, no panels, no
old way and people have to (1.39%, -2.22%)
face that fact. I am not going •Barbara Fielding (Ind) 137 forums or sub forums, no
group or branch talking
to repeat the appalling
(0.65%)
shops. We believe in the
nationalist election results
•The Incredible Flying Brick leadership principle as laid
over the last few years here (Loony) 127 (0.60%)
but the writing has been on •David Furness (BNP) 124 down by Mosley.
the wall for some time now. (0.59%)
How do you operate without
NBU are building a grass•Godfrey Davies (CPA) 109 groups etc?
roots movement of people not (0.51%)
politicians to cut the feet off •Mohammed Akram (Ind) 56 We have national regional
officers (The Council of Ten)
of the political elite, people (0.26%)
who oversee and are
willing to work in and for their
responsible for any number of
communities, people willing Beaten by the Raving
fascist cells in their areas.
to spread the truth of British Monster Loony Party,
fascism, people willing to act nothing else to say!
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Do members have to wear
uniform?
No, however they are
encouraged to wear uniform
at certain events, we do not
stroll around playing dress
up, the uniform has a
purpose, it builds discipline
and commitment, it is an
integral part of fascism and
sets us apart from all other
political movements.

LEADER – COMRADES Why do so many
vote for parties and
MOVEMENT
politicians that
I believe we are not far from
clearly work
the tipping point, membership
requests have trebled we now against the
get almost as many everyday national interest?

as we used to get in a week.
It is because while the public
I am really encouraged to see
are busy getting on with their
how many younger people
lives, manipulators devote a
are joining us. Make no
great deal of time finding
mistake our message is
ways to trick the public into
Why do you not stand as NBU getting through but with that accepting ideas that they
comes a downside. We can
in elections?
would normally deem
now expect attacks on NBU to
Have you seen the pitiful
unacceptable.This has been
results nationalist parties now increase, from the
achieved mainly through what
poll, we are not interested in establishment, the far left and scientists call “the power of
the useful idiots embedded in
being another coloured
conformity”. They realised
rosette, we want members to nationalism.
that only around 16% of the
The way to beat this is by
concentrate solely on local
public think deeply about
following our creed of
issues that affect their
subjects, and that most will
community, free from central Leader - Comrades go along with what can be
Movement.
command and ‘party
made to appear the majority
baggage’ independent
Anyone within or without this point of view. (Even, if that
candidates standing under
view is utter nonsense and
movement who causes
our slogan people not
problems is your enemy and detrimental to their
politicians. Remember we are the enemy of your comrades. wellbeing.) In a test televised
a movement not a party.
We are on the verge of a real on 12th November 2016, a
class were told to give a
breakthrough, we must
clearly wrong answer to a
remain steadfast, we must
remain disciplined and above simple question. One single
person was added to the class
all we must remain loyal.
who knew nothing of the
Loyal to our Leader, our
comrades and our movement. experiment. When this lone
entrant saw the rest of the
Hail Raikes
class giving the wrong answer
they also chose the wrong
Samantha Curtis
answer. Proving that a desire
to be in agreement with the
NBU Secretary
majority, is more appealing
for most than being correct.

The Flame
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I am totally dismayed
by the amount of left
wing propaganda in
the British media
denouncing Donald
Trump in the light of
his recent law
preventing Islamic
refugees from certain
rogue nations
entering the USA.
Whilst the official line of
this government may
not be to support this
legislation, I would
respectfully caution you
to tune in to the will of
the average British
national. If a poll were
conducted throughout
the nation, you would, I
am sure find a majority
in favour of introducing
a similar ban to all
Islamic refugees from
the nations Mr Trump
has restricted. To deny
this simple fact is the
equivalent of an ostrich
burying its head in the
sand.
Sadly we live in
uncertain and
tumultuous times, and I

would respectfully
petition that this
Government consider
the interests of the
majority of fair minded
British nationals. The
silent majority of this
nation. Please stand firm
in the pressure from the
largely biased and
dysfunctional left wing
media. When the U.K.
leaves the E.U. we will,
more than ever, need
the friendship of our
friends and allies in the
U.S.A., and the security
of a bilateral free trade
agreement, and military
co-operation. This
government cannot cave
in to left wing pressure
to cancel the honour of
a state visit that Theresa
May recently accorded
on President Trump.
This country needs allies
against the tyranny,
hostility, bitterness and
ineptitude of the
European Union. We
need to stand firm with
the Trump
administration and
embrace the welcome
winds of change that are
currently getting the so
called “liberal elite”, and
delusional “snowflake
generation” across both
North America and
Europe up in arms.
Brexit was the will of the
majority of this nation, a
result of us wanting to
take back control of our

own destiny, in the face
of the tyrannical vice-like
communist grip of the
E.U. We do not need left
wing liberals trying to
derail this process.
There is currently a
petition signed by over
500,000 persons asking
that we rescind the state
visit of Donald Trump,
meaning that this now
risks disrespecting and
offending our American
allies, by the shame of it
actually having to be
debated in Parliament! If
you look at the
demographics of
whomever has signed
this heinous petition, I
would garner that most
of those signatures that
are genuine and not
fraudulently generated
by rogue or hacked
computers, are from the
liberal “snowflake”
generation, exacerbated
by the wet and insipid
comments of the leaders
of both opposition
parties.
To balance my
comments about Islam
earlier, lest you assume
that my comments are
racially motivated, and
based on the fear and
mistrust of persons of
said religion, someone in
the Saudi Arabian
administration was
recently asked why they
did not take in Islamic
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refugees. Their exact
response was “It’s too
unsafe.” When a fellow
Islamic nation states
this, then is it an
inconvenient truth to ask
why we, as a Christian
nation (to quote David
Cameron) must take
them in as well? There
are enough
disadvantaged British
nationals sleeping on
the streets (including exmilitary personnel).
Surely it is our Christian
duty to help these
people first, against the
needs of persons from
the aforementioned
nations, all of whom will
never assimilate or
contribute to our society,
and remain a drain on
the taxpayer for the
duration of their lives. I
refer you again to my
earlier comment. If an
open and honest poll
were conducted
throughout the
grassroots of decent
British society, I am
100% confident that this
would back up what I
am saying. Donald
Trump is absolutely
correct in what he has
done in the U.S.A., in
restricting the entry of
nationals from these
rogue nations, and I
wish with all my heart,
that this government
would take a similar
stance, lest the horrors

of what has recently
occurred in Germany,
France and Belgium
reach our own shores.

Tony Poxon

full and we do not have
enough staff.
What is their answer to these
problems? Easy! Bring in
more outlanders to build
houses on our shrinking
greenfield sites and to work in
our hospitals. Why don't they
see this will only make
matters worse?
All these incomers will need
even more houses and there
will be more patients in the
hospitals.
Drastic answers are needed.
No more should be let in and
any already here suspected of
being here illegally should be
sent back, as should all
outsiders who are out-ofwork. Protests should be dealt
with by our police, as should
those who refuse to leave.
After this anybody from
abroad needed here should
be on six-month contracts
and once the job is over or an
English person could do the
job the outsider should go
home. I worked in Basel in
Switzerland in the early 1960s
and this system worked well
there.

Granville V Stone
Our politicians are forever
Swanwick.
bemoaning the fact that we
need to build more houses
and that our hospitals are too
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Today only pensioners can
I was one of the bnp
remember a time when doors members who met with Gary
were left unlocked, when
last week to hear about the
children could roam freely,
NBU and the quiet revolution.
without fear of murderers,
What a breath of fresh air. A
emboldened by a government new way of doing things
that doesn’t believe in
instead of repeated efforts
traditional punishment, and being wasted on elections
child molesters that have the nationalists can not win. I will
full support of the many
be interested to see if his
perverts in power. Western
prediction for the Stoke by
governments and their allies election comes true, if it does
HAVE YOUR SAY in the mass media have been many more of us may be
allowed to freely promote
ready to join the NBU.
Fellow Comrades,
their anti-civilisation
programme, and define
CHARLIE GRANT
We can look at the world and
anyone who opposes them as
see the shifting sentiment
evil. Clearly our governments
sending the masses flocking
do not serve moral
to our cause. I endeavor daily
Europeans. In the 1950’s
to educate everyone I meet in
mayors, police chiefs,
the true values of fascism and
community leaders and
to awaken them from the
almost all the voters were
leftist propaganda they have
white. Why did our people
been spoon fed their entire
step aside and allow the
lives. We must all aspire to
positions of power to be
prove to the people that
occupied by Zionists,
fascism is not the monster so
communists, Freemasons and
many would try to have them
arrogant aliens. From the
believe but the one and only
early 1960’s this enemy
way to make this country
began its cultural-revolution
prosperous and great in unity.
with the start of the mass
Keep fighting for this
non-white immigration
country ! We owe her so
programme. This was to
much !
destroy our national identity,
culture, confidence and
One country
cohesion. As a result we have
One people
lost our sense of community
One leader
and feeling of belonging to an
extended family. However, the
Hail Britannia
Zionist Jews, principally
Hail the leader
responsible for the attack,
Hail the New British Union
made sure that their
community was not affected.
Regards,
T.F
G.H.T.
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violence began again. George Government has in effect
The ‘reds’ have a long
history of using’ violence to Wigg MP who witnessed the removed free speech by
closing meeting at the behest
silence’ stretching back to event, “The trouble was
the start of the 1900’s the caused by about 300 out of of any small but highly
several thousands, mostly
organised bunch of red thugs.
same tactics used against
young people determined to
nationalists today have not
break the meeting up.”
changed, for example the
Sir Oswald Mosley wrote in
press reported in 1922, “Mr
1968;
Churchill who addressed an
audience of 5000 persons at
“It is also possible to kill
the Drill hall Dundee last night
freedom by smothering it by
met with so much interruption
the power of money with the
and disorder from the Labour
connivance of the state.
element that the meeting was
There is not much freedom
eventually abandoned”.
left to the individual with a
new opinion when the press,
Later the more violent side
radio, TV (and soon maybe
was exposed by Patrick
even the internet) are denied
Donner MP who wrote in
to him, using the police not to
1934 after an Oswald Mosley
keep order at outdoor
meeting had been attacked,
meetings but to ban the
“Fact is that many of the
meeting and to stop the
communists were armed with
proceedings the moment
razors, stockings filled with
organised opposition
broken glass, knuckle-dusters
threatens disorder, the
and iron bars.”
triumph of democracy in
Britain has disposed of what
One does not have to look too
Mussolini called the rotting
hard to find numerous reports
corpse of liberty”.
Evidence
is
conclusive
that
of violent attacks by the ‘reds’
leading right up to today and trouble in the past as today is Forty-four years later nothing
the despicable hammer attack caused by a small minority. has changed, this is why we
The result of this 1962
on a nationalist just a few
have to do things differently, a
years ago. Indeed volumes incident was that the
new approach is required and
government banned all
could be written on this
that is what NBU is all about,
subject to expose the lies of meetings by the Union
doing things differently, more
Movement
taking
place
in
the
the left and one day they will
professionally, more honestly
Square, thus the recipe for
be.
and more effectively. However
closing down free speech in I am not about to tell you how,
The government, red or blue Britain was established. Take its time to stop standing on
along a few well organised
along with the media have
the sidelines join us and see
reds to make a row in the
also a long history, one of
for yourself and be part of the
middle
of
a
large
and
orderly
ignoring the truth over such
future not the past.
meeting, the government will
incidents. In 1962 after 14
then close down not the reds Gary Raikes
years of holding orderly
meetings in Trafalgar Square but the speaker. The
at the very moment
nationalists began to gain
success since the war red
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FEATURED NBU OFFICER When I turned 18 years old,
decided to move back down
to Wales and spent a year
with my brother Bobby and
during this time I did some
SIA security work in Wales
and Bristol.

Regional officer Wales

I global superpower. Something
I feel we can easily achieve
with a restructure of the
parliament so it truly
represents the Briton, no
matter where in the Isles he
hails from.

Right now I'm 21 years old
Hamish
and I work as a recruitment
consultant in Newport, but
likely I'll be moved to Cardiff.
Some of my personal
interests are probably what
you can expect from someone
my age, I enjoy video games
and taking part in discussions
on sites such as Reddit. I do
take part in Viking live reenactments where we'll use
steel axes/swords and other
weapons we're trained in to
fight each other the "death"
in front of crowds.

My name's Michael Kevin
McAllister Hendry or as
people at work have always
I decided to join the party
called me, "Hamish"
when I was online searching
I'm from Glasgow in Scotland,
one night. I'd heard quite a
a little place called Castlemilk
great deal about Sir Mosley
I spent a year in The Military
and I wished that somehow The failure of the
Preparation School in Cardiff
those ideals could be spread
and learnt some discipline.
Hellenic Republic.
today. After some further
Originally my intentions were
googling, I came across the
to enrol in the army and go to
NBU site where I researched Comrades,
be a tank commander,
Ever since the republic took
the party and decided I
however my mother got in
wanted to help my country by place and the failed system of
contact with me and let me
joining the party as it's one absolute democracy took over
know my younger brother
that honestly relates to me. in 1974, after an illegal
(one of them) was seriously
The words that Mosley spread plebiscite which was against
ill, so I went back to Scotland
the constitution and was
80 years ago where he
where I did the same as
claimed Britain was a former rigged by the various moneyprevious years and helped out
superpower shine truer now eaters, my country has went
family.
than even then and I feel that to a complete downhill.
Democracy enabled the
we deserve to take our
rightful spot once more as the uneducated or the poorly
educated to vote for the
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future of my country for the democracy: it actually enables seem.
sake of receiving “rusfetia”(A a biased minority to vote for I have seen one inside a tram
Greek word for a placement the future of the country!
wearing a Rolex watch and
in the public sector by a
Greece would be in a much carrying an iPhone 6!He
politician after asking a
better state if elections were disembarked at the “refugee”
person to vote for him) in
abolished and a National
camp of Hellenikon Airport
order to work somewhere,
Fascist Government was
soon after. I have also seen a
therefore causing a complete established with an educated few arrivals on the Piraeus
collapse of the social system and charismatic leader. The port. They looked anything
and causing a huge impact in word “fascist” is actually used but poor and tortured.
the future of my country. Our by libertarians, liberals and
Nobody does anything about
great King has long since
left-wingers to describe all of it since the government forces
have been trying to regain
their opponents, including
even independent news
power but the “progressives”- people who are not actually outlets to tell false news.
which is another term for a fascist.
Also, the government
mentally ill left-wing liberal- Some of you are likely to
cooperates and shows huge
always attempt to block him think that Golden Dawn is a tolerance towards anarchist
from ever becoming the
good choice for Greece. To be thugs, enabling them to
leader of the Hellenic people, honest it is not. It's leader
attack innocent people and
which is in fact his legal
was a corrupt KYP agents
properties and public facilities
position.
who received lots, lots of
with relative ease.
Furthermore, in the recent
money, plus while this party is I hope that the Hellenic
years, a new wave of leftnationalistic, it is actually
people will wake up and
wing activism and social
supportive of the failed
cooperate with Britain and the
libertarianism and cultural
democratic system; therefore rest of Europe in order to
Marxism has erupted. These making it quite unsuitable for combat all issues. But this
people caused huge riots
forming a government. Plus seems almost certainly
resulting in injuries and in
the majority of their ideals are impossible as propaganda and
rare cases deaths of innocent against all Fascist Ideals.
brainwashing starts from a
Hellenes.The worst thing that Finally, the media does not
tender age. Greece is
has happened till today is that cover the truth in any way,
nowadays a bananocracy.
their most prominent figure- they do not show that the
and leader-, Alexandros
illegal migrants coming in are Hail Britannia, Hail Victory,
Tsipras entered the
actually from rich Islamic
Hail Hellas and Hail Raikes,
parliament “of the Hellenes” ( countries and that the people
a more proper term would be there carry high-end phones Vasileios K.Spiliopoulos Parliament of the Big
and are well dressed. All the Greek member of the
Interests of Corrupt
NGOs that claim to offer
NBU.
Politicians).
assistance are actually
While the vast majority of the secretly cooperating with the
Hellenes chose to abstain
globalist party that is
from the elections, since
torturing Greece for the past
(almost) every politician is
2 years. I have witnessed
corrupt, the people who did these illegal migrants with my
vote voted for him. That is
own eyes and I assure you
the most heinous thing about that they are not what they
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Councillor information quasi-judicial committees, for time commitment as ranging
example the planning
from five to 20 hours a week.
committee, which takes non- Your role within the council
political decisions on planning will determine how much time
What matters to you in
applications. The number and you spend on council duties.
your local area? Is it the
length of these meetings
Joining a planning committee,
state of the local park, the
need for more activities for varies from council to council. for example, will increase
If you are a member of a
your workload.
young people, improving
political
party
you
will
also
be
You will be expected to attend
services for older people,
expected to attend political some council committee
making the roads safer or
meetings, which are often
ensuring that local businesses group meetings, party
training
and
other
events.
held in the evening so that
can thrive? Whatever needs
councillors can attend after
changing in your
Could
I
be
a
councillor?
work. As with most things in
neighbourhood, you could be
life, what you get back will
just the person to change it If you care about the area
that you live or work in and depend on how much you put
by becoming a local
the issues facing local people, in. But remember, the amount
councillor.
you could be a councillor.
of time you give to it is
almost entirely up to you.
What do councillors do? Perhaps you enjoy reading
the
local
newspaper
and
often
Councillors are elected to the
local council to represent their have a strong opinion on the Becoming a councillor can
issues you read about. You
be the next step.
local community, so they
must either live or work in the may enjoy talking to friends Who can be a councillor? The
area. Becoming a councillor is and colleagues about what’s easy answer is almost
going on in the area. You may anyone, as long as you are: •
both a rewarding and
feel that certain sections of British or a citizen of the
privileged form of public
the community or people who Commonwealth or European
service. You will be in a
Union • at least 18 years old •
position to make a difference live in a particular
neighbourhood are getting a registered to vote in the area
to the quality of other
raw deal and need stronger or have lived, worked or
people’s daily lives and
representation. Research tells owned property there for at
prospects.
us that people are most
least 12 months before an
concerned
about
issues
such
election. You can’t be a
What is expected of a
as crime, schools, transport councillor if you work for the
councillor?
and the environment. Your
council you want to be a
The councillor’s role and
local
council
can
make
a
councillor for, or for another
responsibilities include:
representing the ward for difference on all these issues local authority in a politically
and many more, and so can restricted post • are the
which they are elected
you as a local councillor.
subject of a bankruptcy
decision-making
restrictions order or interim
developing and reviewing
I
don’t
have
the
time...
order • have been sentenced
council policy
How much time you spend on to prison for three months or
cabinet
your duties as a councillor is more (including suspended
regulatory, quasi-judicial
largely up to you and will
sentences) during the five
and statutory duties
years before election day •
community leadership and depend on the particular
commitments
you
take
on.
have been convicted of a
engagement.
One council estimates the
corrupt or illegal practice by
Councillors may also sit on
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an election court. If you are
in any doubt about whether
you are eligible to stand as a
councillor, you should contact
the returning officer in the
electoral services department
at your local council for
advice.

council business. Each council with local people through
sets its own rate for
social networking services
members’ allowances, and
such as Twitter and Facebook.
you can find out more
You can expect full IT training
information about allowances tailored to suit your needs.
from your local council or
Councils also provide
through its website. Teaches induction and training for new
Irish dancing Loves shopping councillors on many other
for shoes Has six Blue Peter aspects of the job.
Independent or political? badges Local Councillor
Over 95 per cent of
Next steps
councillors are members of Can I be a councillor and Once you decide you want to
political parties, but you don’t have a job? Yes. By law if take it further and put
have to be a member of a
you are working your
yourself forward as a
political party to stand for
employer
candidate, what’s the next
election as a councillor. You must allow you to take a
step?
can either stand as an
reasonable amount of time off If you are thinking of standing
independent
during working hours to
as an independent candidate
candidate or as a group or perform your duties as a
you can contact your council’s
party political candidate. The councillor. The amount of
electoral services department
political parties in your local time given will depend on
to see when elections are
area are already looking for your responsibilities and the next taking place. The Local
people interested in
effect of your absence on
Government Association’s
representing them and will be your employer’s business. You independent group can also
pleased to hear from you.
should discuss this with your provide information. Your
They will be able to support employer before making the next step as an independent
your election campaign and commitment to stand for
candidate is to start building
your work as a councillor.
election.
your profile so that local
Don’t worry if you’re not
people know who you are,
already a party member as
What support is available and working out your position
they will be able to go
to councillors?
on local ‘hot’ issues such as
through all the options with Councils have staff available crime, traffic, the
you. Some parties have
to provide support and
environment and schools. You
special training and
assistance to councillors,
will need to know what your
encouragement schemes for regardless of whether you
local council is doing about
new candidates. Some places belong to a political party or these issues and how your
have organised residents’
group. Exactly what facilities own opinion differs from the
associations or community
you will get depends on the political parties. Nearer
groups which put candidates council. Many will provide a election time, as you start
up for election.
computer for your home and going door to door
Will I get paid for being a some may provide paid-for
persuading people to vote for
councillor?
internet access and an
you, you will be challenged on
Councillors do not receive a additional telephone line
your opinions.
salary. However, they do get a and/or mobile phone. You will
‘member’s allowance’ in
be using email and the
Whether you have been
recognition of their time and internet, and many councillors selected by a party or are
expenses incurred while on now choose to keep in touch standing as an i
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independent candidate, Fascism in the past
Armchair generals that attack
was
a
modern
driving
you must make sure that
NBU yet lack the courage and
you are officially
force that adapted to conviction to do anything in
nominated as the election the situation of the
the real world should note
date draws nearer. This time. New British Union is that NBU is based on the BUF
means getting 10 people New Fascism and as such has not a carbon copy or some
to sign your nomination adapted to the situation we sort of fan club. Like Mosley
papers (signatories must face today. Fascism was not and all other fascists in the
be registered electors in strait jacketed into any strict past we have taken the best
the ward where you wish ideology if something did not of ‘left and right’ today we
to stand). These papers
work it would be discarded in have taken the best of old
are available from your
Fascism to forge a new
favour of policy that would
local council’s democratic work. Getting results that
future, discipline, dedication,
services department. You benefited the country and its direction proud to wear the
must also give your
black shirt and fly the flag of
people were important not
consent in writing to your being tied to any blinkered
British Fascism today and
nomination. All the
tomorrow.
political vision.
necessary documents
This fact seems to have
must be submitted 19
Hail Britannia.
escaped
the
‘old
guard’
they
working days before the
slavishly follow an old
day of the election. For
more information on this doctrine of fascism no longer
relevant to the current
visit
www.beacouncillor.org.uk situation Britain faces.
Movements that do not evolve
and adapt simply die out, the
NF is a good example, the
BNP that used to take two
steps forward and one back
now take one forward and
two back!
New Fascism is attracting the
young in a way ‘nationalist’
parties have failed to do,
NBU’s modern approach to
fascism while retaining a link
with the past
is working. The old guard
are out of step and out of
time let them remain in their
dusty drinking clubs sheltered
from the reality of today’s
world.
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on our personal liberty as we pped either for the purpose
believe it to be an Act passed of enabling them
New British Union
solely to stop the progress of to be employed for the use or
political uniforms a
the BUF in the Thirty’s and
display of
statement.
not to tackle the problem of physical force in promoting
public disorder as this has
any political object, or in
such manner as to arouse
As the only movement that long since been proven to
reasonable
stands openly against sham have been caused by
apprehension that they are
democracy we have no wish communist agitators.
organised and either
to emulate the political class,
trained or equipped
we are different and will be New British Union also in
keeping with the 1936
for that purpose.
seen to be different. We
consider it our right as a
Fascist organisation based on Public Order Act are not norThe wearing of uniform does
not make us a quasi-military
voluntary discipline to wear ever will be;
organization any more than it
political uniform if we so
(A) Organised or trained or does the Salvation Army or
desire.

equipped for the purpose of
In keeping with the 1936
enabling them
Public Order Act at the
to be employed
present uniforms will be only in usurping the functions of t
worn in private meetings or at he police
private events. We intend to or of the armed forces of the
challenge this outdated attack Crown; or
(B) Organised and
trained or organised and equi

the boy scouts. It merely
separates us from the old
failed establishment parties
and a political elite that the
majority no longer trusts to
govern the country for the
true benefit of its people.
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NBU were to deny themselves one of us should be an active
As crisis develops so must to the tune of two pounds a germ of health. We all must
the intensity of NBU
week we would be able to
be up and doing.
propaganda increase. More triple our activities. Could not
It will need considerable self
and more of the available
each of us forego one pint or denial in giving up some of
resources of the movement one packet of cigarettes a
must be devoted to providing week? Many of us could do our leisure time to study and
equip ourselves for the task,
the ammunition of battle,
more than that so surely this and in making the attempt to
which is propaganda material. appeal will not fall on deaf
gain converts, but our country
ears, for the essence of
is in danger, and is surely
People should anticipate a
Fascism is self sacrifice.
worth all our efforts.
critical period at no very
Passing
to
the
question
of
distant future and it behoves
This is the first occasion on
us to see what British Fascists how to increase membership. which a wide public appeal
It is the plain and immediate has been made for financial
ought to do by way of
duty of every member to
preparation. It is plainly
help in our propaganda, and
enrol other patriots. Here
imperative for each of our
it is the first opportunity
members to be up and doing. again personal effort is
afforded to our membership
Not a day must be lost. Ours needed. You will not convince and supporters to help in this
others save by the force of
is practically the only
particular work.
movement that is definitely your argument backed up
Please give what you can,
organising to take effective with proof. Remember that
red doctrines have got there every penny will be used in
action, but it needs to be
promoting NBU and NewFascism to our embattled
people, thank-you

DONATE ON SITE HERE
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
propaganda-appeal.html
DONATE BY CHEQUE OR P.O
vastly increased both in
material and man power at
the earliest opportunity.

first, especially amongst the
young. The propaganda has Gary Raikes
Hill of colp croft
been skilfully and plausibly
Turriff
There are two ways by which broadcast and has been
Aberdeenshire
spread
like
a
disease
this can be effected. Firstly by
AB53 8HL
propaganda which requires throughout the whole country.
money. Secondly by personal We Fascists are like the
effort, which needs self
antidote injected into the
denial. If every member of
veins of a sick person, every
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